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How Your Aura can affect those Around You 
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I do not know if you understand but when we come to a small group, such as ours, all the 
auras which are here touch me as I occupy the medium, so therefore to a greater or lesser 
degree all your feelings and your emotions are felt within my aura.  
 
With our mediums wife, because she has a connection with the medium, obviously the 
affect of her aura upon his would be more pronounced.  
 
I see. 

 
Although, I will correct that statement, although it will be more pronounced because you 
have a conformity of your auras, a unity of your auras, they have a tendency to blend and 
therefore the way you think, the way you feel will always affect your partner.  
 
Yes. 

 
You’re aware of what I mean. 
 
Yes. 

 
There are times when your partner is feeling down, or you are feeling down, and for no 
reason you realise that, you pick it up. Not because of anything that’s said. You just know. 
Have you ever wondered why that concept exists? You haven’t ever thought about it have 
you? 
 
I haven’t ever thought about it, no. Just accept that it’s so. 

 
But it is true when there is a genuine connection between two beings that their auras are 
in conformity with one another, in unity with one another, sympathetic with one another. 
If one suffers, the other feels it.You have the example several weeks ago when you were 
going through a very black stage and your partner took it within his being and it affected 
his being and the same happens in reverse. 
 
Yes. 
 

So get rid of all this blackness and share the joy because that joy will also be shared. 
 
That’s a much better idea. 

 



If your inner being is happy and cheerful, that once again also relates. Your auras and 
the essence of love within those auras will be lifted. Much better way of living is it not? 
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